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Introduction 

I am sure everyone has experienced having to wrap a present but not having enough wrapping paper. This 

happened to me one day. I thought I had plenty of paper, but the present didn't fit. Knowing that the hypotenuse 

of a rectangle is longer than its sides, I rotated the present to lie along the hypotenuse of the paper, but still 

couldn’t fully wrap the present because the traditional method of folding edges tucked away too much paper. So I 

tried to find a different way to fold edges, and found that I could now cover the entire present. This made me think 

that the traditional way of wrapping presents may not the most paper efficient way to do it, but rather the method 

that is easiest to teach, as it doesn't involve irregular angles. It is worth finding a more efficient method because all 

of that extra paper adds up. 81% of Americans wrap 6 or more gifts just during the holiday season, and all that 

paper just gets thrown away afterwards, so finding a way to wrap presents more efficiently would be both good for 

wallets and the environment (3M). 

I will use mathematical modeling of wrapping crease patterns to compare 2 alternate methods to the 

traditional method of wrapping presents to determine how much less paper they use, and in what situations they 

are more efficient than the traditional method. I believe the alternate methods will show the most improvement 

with flatter boxes because the taper of the corners of the paper mean that when a box is tall, more paper gets 

wasted in internal folds in order to have the same amount of paper on the top face of the box. For this same 

reason, I expect the alternate methods to be worse than the traditional method on cube-like boxes. I also think my 

alternate method will use less paper than the Santos alternate method because mine allows for variable box angle 

with respect to the paper where Santos always uses 45 degrees. 
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Procedure 

● Creating a crease pattern for the folding methods 

○ Find a medium sized box (largest side length should be about 12 in) with fairly sharp corners, 

where each side is a different length 

■ If no box is available, build one with cardboard 

○ Record the box’s dimensions 

○ Wrap the box using the alternate method described by Mei 

○ Carefully unwrap 

○ Wrap the same box using a different piece of wrapping paper and the method Santos describes 

○ Wrap the same box using different piece of wrapping paper and the traditional method described 

by Gottsegen. This is the control 

○ Carefully unwrap 

○ Copy the crease patterns into a notebook 

■ It does not need to be exact, just close 

● Optimizing the crease patterns 

○ Label which creases are constrained by box dimensions 

○ Re-draw the crease pattern so that all constrained creases are at their minimum length while still 

covering the box 

■ Should be exact and to scale 

○ Confirm full that full coverage still exists by trying the new pattern on the box used to create the 

original patterns 

■ If full coverage does not exist, adjust the pattern 

○ Find the length and angle of all non-trivial creases and angles. 

○ Repeat for the other 2 patterns 

● Modeling the crease patterns 

○ Sketch out the 3 crease patterns in Autodesk Inventor 

○ Re-define all non-trivial folds and angles in terms of initial box dimensions a, b and c, where 

a≥b≥c  

■ Use the dimensions Biegert came up with as a starting point. 

■ Check that the dimensions created by the models line up with the recorded dimensions 

○ Put in a few random values for a, b and c to make sure everything is constrained correctly 

■ If it not, add or adjust constraints 

● Equations 

○ Using the re-defined crease lengths, create equations for the area of paper needed for wrapping 

given a box’s dimensions. 

■ The answer for traditional method should be A
trad = 2(ab+ac+bc+c²). If it is not, evaluate 

for mistakes. 

○ Calculate A
tra d - A

alt and A
trad - A

sant using Geogebra 3d calculator.  



■ The alternate methods are more efficient than traditional in places where the functions 

are positive.  

● If it is mostly positive, my hypothesis that alternate is better than traditional is 

correct 

■ Take a picture of the graphs 

○ Calculate A
sant  - A

alt using Geogebra.  

■ My alternate method is more efficient than Santos’s where the function is positive 

● If it is mostly positive, my hypothesis that my method is better than Santos’s is 

correct 

■ Take a picture of the graph 

● Analysis 

○ Solve for where each equation = 0, where each pair of methods use the same amount of paper, to 

define the inequalities shown by the graphs 

○ Record the equations of the resulting inequalities 

○ Find the minimums and maximums of each equation 

■ If there is a maximum in A
tra d  - A

alt where c=0 and a minimum where a=b=c, my 

hypothesis on what situations the alternate method is better for is correct 

○ Record the dimensions and numerical difference in paper usage for these points 

○ Plug minima and maxima into the models to determine why one method is better than the other 

in that situation and what relationship between box dimensions creates that situations  

Holly Showalter, my supervisor, is a science teacher, not a math teacher, so she will only be giving me feedback on 

my grant request and final report. 

Mary Roodntsky, a classmate of mine, will assist with calculations because she is currently taking calc 3. 

 

 

Budget 

Item cost quantity Provider 

Initial box 0 (can be found or built) 1  

Wrapping paper 0 (already have it) 1 small roll  

Autodesk Inventor 0 (Free for students) 1  

Geogebra 0 (online) NA NA 

 

This study requires a box and wrapping paper to create the initial crease patterns with as well as Autodesk 

Inventor to create the crease pattern models and Geogebra to help analyze the data. 
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